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Details of Visit:

Author: Johnno
Location 2: Bury Old Road, Prestwich
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: 30-7-03 1-15
Duration of Visit: 1 hour
Amount Paid: 85
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Scarlett's
Phone: 01617986999
Notes: Formerly known as The Lodge

The Premises:

Nice parlour as described in previous reports.

The Lady:

Gorgeous petite caribbean lady,late teens,quite dark skinned with a perfect size 8 body and
extremely cute..

The Story:

Seen this lady 4 times now and she just gets better and better.

Went for the VIP jacuzzi sesh today and it was well worth the extra tenner,to kiss this babe and
soap up her body whilst she's playing with your cock is worth far more....incredible!some reciprocal
oral followed(still in the jacuzzi,watch out for those bubbles) and then on with the condom and some
fantastic doggy(yes STILL in the jacuzzi),we fucked like this for 4 or 5 minutes and if you have
never tried this before,you have to try it for yourself,it's definitely different,before we dried off and
retired to the bed.

Peaches gave me a bit of a rub down making full use of her body,more kissing and then some more
fantastic oral,her on me then me on her before Peaches reaches accross for a condom and she's
very soon riding me for all she's worth,it's a massive turn on to gaze on someone so pretty as she's
fucking your brains out...incredible!.

We continued like this for a few minutes before Peaches whips off the condom,smothers my cock in
oil,time for my favourite bit..the oily hand job,Peaches really does have the most incredible touch
and if there is a lady more adept at this particular service then I haven't met her in my time
punting,slow and gentle and it wasn't too long before I was shooting my load with a very powerful
orgasm.

An incredible punt as were my 3 previous,this lady is a real cutie with service to match,I have been
looking for someone to replace my last regular lady,the legendary Donna of Preston who I thought
was irreplaceable...looks like I was wrong,yes Peaches is THAT good and it looks like my search is
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over...Extremely reccomended.
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